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1. INTRODUCTION
Across developed countries the prolonged decline in the average inflation rate is perhaps the most
widespread,large and sustained economic policy regime change. When comparing the average infla-
tion rate in the 80’s and in the last decade for most of those economies we find an average decline of
around 10 percent points. This decline is described as a very positive monetary policy change, the
main reason being the gain in efficiency which is associated with the regime change. However,
whether this gain can be reinforced through a significative effect on equity is an open issue.
There is some empirical evidence that there is a strong positive correlation between average inflation
and measures of income inequality in the post-war period (see Albanesi (2007)). Easterly and Fisher
(2001) present indirect evidence on the distributional effects of inflation. Using household pooling data
on 38 countries they find that the poor are more likely to be concerned with inflation than the rich. It
seems that low income households perceive inflation as more costly.
It is important however to understand what can cause such a relation, and how it is connected with
more empirical cross-section evidence on portfolio holdings and payments patterns. This is the objec-
tive of this article.
Heterogeneity of households is reflected on different consumption and hours of work choices, but for
the present question the main fact is that it is also reflected in wealth composition and transaction pat-
terns. Erosa and Ventura (2002) survey some facts for households in the U.S.. First, high income indi-
viduals use cash, and cash plus checks, for a smaller fraction of their transactions than low income
individuals. Second, the fraction of household wealth held in liquid assets decreases with income and
wealth. And third, a nontrivial fraction of households do not own a checking account and/or do not use
credit cards to perform transactions.
The evaluation of welfarecosts of policy changes withheterogeneousagents is in general a quite diffi-
cult task. In this article I will use as a first approach to that answer the method developed in Correia
(1999). This method can be applied in a first stage where it is still feasible to compute the equilibrium
prices of the economyas if agents are identical, and allowsfor determiningthe qualitative effect on eq-
uity of the decline of inflation, for any given distribution of households. The use of the method implies
that, although the economyis populated by heterogeneousagents, preferences and markets are such
that equilibrium prices do not depend on the specific distribution of agents’ characteristics. Unfortu-
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** Banco de Portugal, Economics and Research Department.nately whenI try to apply this method for the monetary model those constraints are not consistent with
the cross section evidence just described above. Thus I begin by developing a model economy where
the method can be applied but, although agents display the observed cross section characteristics on
consumption and labor, is not able to replicate the cross section evidence on wealth composition and
transaction patterns. The gain is to have a tractable fist step to get some intuition on the mechanisms
through which inflation affects different agents differently. Then I will extend the model to accomplish
replicating the cross section facts on payments patterns. The above method can no longer be applied
here, but we can add the intuition from studying the first economy to the novel features of the more
realistic one to try to answer the question raised in this article.
Agents’ heterogeneity has its roots on differences in labor productivity and in the initial wealth held by
every agent. The effect of the policy change on equity depends on some well known and robust cross
country facts of the joint distribution of these characteristics. In particular wealth is more concentrated
than earnings and that these two characteristics are positively correlated in the population.
This article focus on a stationary economy meaning that, given constant policies, prices and alloca-
tions are constant over time. Therefore I abstract from capital, and labor is the onlyinput in production.
Given stationaritythe real interest rate is constant across policiesand there is a one to one relation be-
tween changes in inflation and changes in the nominal interest rate. Monetary policy is therefore char-
acterized either by the nominal interest rate or the inflation rate, and these two prices will be used with
the same meaning.
Sinceinflationisasourceofrevenueforcentralbanks(andeventuallytogovernments)comparingpol-
icy regimes associated with different inflation rates while maintaining other taxes is not a complete ex-
ercise. Different revenues from the inflation tax should be compensated by an increase of alternative
tax rates. This article develops a revenue neutral exercise where the decline of the inflation tax is ac-
companied either with an increase of consumption (VAT) taxation or with an increase of labor income
taxation. As discussed below the answer to the question of the article also depends on which is the
alternative tax.
Therefore the question of the effect on equityof different inflation rates is equivalent to the comparison
of the distribution across households of the burden from inflation versus the distribution of the burden
of alternative taxes.
This burdendistributionwouldimplythecomparisonofwelfaredistributionsacrossdifferentpolicies.
The hypothesis of stationarity as well as the type of preferences chosen imply that the comparison is
across income distribution, as explained below.
2. THE MODEL
The monetary economy in analysis is populated by agents that decide over consumption and leisure
as well as over the means of payment. Households hold money because it is an alternative means of
payment to costly credit. Credit services are produced by a transaction technology that uses labor as
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for the ability of the model to replicate cross section facts, and willhave an important role on the evalu-
ation of the distributional effects of different inflation regimes.
The economy is well described by a monetary general equilibrium model where the credit technology
is  sl m C  , , wheres is time used on transactions paid with credit, andm andC represent, respec-
tively, real balances and consumption. There is no physical capital and the production technology of
the consumption good is linear in labor with a unitary coefficient. The government must finance a con-
stant exogenous government expenditures, and collects revenues from the inflation tax and from ei-
ther a tax on labor income or a tax on consumptionexpenditures.There is a set of householdsindexed
by i and differentiated by their labor productivity and their initial financial wealth in real terms, repre-
sented respectively byEi and Ai0.
Stationarity allows us to concentrate in momentary preferences. I choose an utility function linear in
consumption
1
vC N ii i     
,, 01 . (1)
The stationary budget constraint is given by the following expression
  1 0      ci ii i i i i Cw l m C R mw E N A , , (2)
where c represents the tax on consumption expenditures,w the wage net of taxes,R the nominal in-
terest rate andNi total hours of work.
The choiceofrealmoneydemandissuchthatthecostofanadditionalunityofmoney,R,shouldequal-
ize the benefit in terms of reduction of transaction costs, measured by net wage times the decline in
hours necessary for transactions with credit, which is given by  wl m C mi i , .
2.1. First stage - constant returns to scale in transactions
Whenthetechnologyoftransactionsisconstantreturnstoscale,CRS,wecansaythatforagivenratio
of money to consumption,
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This expression has the basic money demand characteristics, namely that money demand increases
with the amount of transactions and declines with the opportunity cost of money, the nominal interest
rate. We can state that:
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(1) See Correia (1999) to justify this type of preferences. 111111111 1Result 1: When transaction technologies are CRS,
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is the same across households. Rich and poor
agents hold money as a constant to transactions.
In this case we can rewrite the budget constraint as
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Notethatinthiscasetheeffectivepriceof consumption,Pc, includesthedirecttaxonconsumptionand
the indirect cost due to payments. This one depends on the opportunity cost of holding cash,R, on the
cost of labor used in credit,w as well as on the transactions technology. Given that this effective price
of consumptionis identicalacross householdsthe budget constraint, (3), can be used, and there is still
a representative agent that represents the economy.
2
Given optimal decisions of every agent, its indirect utility can be written as
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The representativeagentofthiseconomy,ir  ,ischaracterizedbyEr  1andAr0 0  .Whenwelfareis
computed as the utility of the representative agent, or corresponds to the efficiency level of the econ-
omy, it is well known, see Correia and Teles (1996), that:
Result 2: (Friedman Rule) In a second best environment, to maximize the utility of the representative
agent governments should abstain from taxing money, i. e., the government should follow the Fried-
man rule and set the nominal interest rate to zero. Government expenditures should be financed with
consumptions taxes and/or labor income taxes. Using (4), as well as the characteristics of the repre-
sentative agent, wecan writethe utilityof the representative agent as 
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. Because
to decline the inflation rate increases the utility of the representative agent, it is immediate to conclude
that thedeclineof inflation,compensatedeitherwithanincreaseinthetaxonlaborincomeor inthetax
on consumption, leads to an increase of the net real effective wage,wP c / .
As was said before, in this first stage of the analysis, given that CRS transactions technologies allow
for Gorman aggregation, we can use a simple method to rank policies by their effects on inequality.
3
The simplicity of the methodology allows for the development of economic intuition on the channels
through which policy changes affect equity. The conditions are rather strong for the case under study.
As just stated in result 1, they are obtained at the cost of imposing a degenerate distribution in the
money to consumption ratio across households. Only policy measures that yield an equilibrium in
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(2) We say that the economy is amenable to Gorman aggregation. 2222222 2
(3) This methodology was developed in Correia (1999). 3333333 3which all agents face the same prices can be discussed. This rules out for example, some regressive
taxes which I will show are very important for the case of this article.
It also implies some restrictions on the multivariate distribution of characteristics across agents, but I
will not take this as a cost since the class of characteristics for which the methodology is valid covers
the most relevant cases of heterogeneitycharacterization used in general equilibrium aggregate mod-
els, namely the heterogeneity in private wealth or the heterogeneity in labor efficiency.
A short description of equity evaluation
The assumption of Gorman aggregation is equivalent to assuming indirect utility functions which can
be represented by   vp F E p A ii i   , where p is the vector of equilibrium prices faced by every
household.
I have shownin (4) that 
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and that   pP c  / . To rank welfare distri-
butionsbyequityI use the so calledrelativedifferentialconcept. When agents are orderedbydecreas-
ingwelfare,meaningthatij  impliesvv ij  ,wesaythatpolicy2dominatespolicy1inequitytermsiff
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The intuition for this condition is quite simple: suppose we compare any two households in the econ-
omy, agenti and agent j, where the first is poor (meaning that has a lower welfare, or income
4
). Then
v
v
i
j
1 . When by the policy change this ratio increases, it means that the poor household is less distant
from the richer one, that is, their economic situation is more equal than before. When this is true for ev-
ery two agents then we say that the policy change leads to a more equal society, or that inequality
declined.
Therefore the question is to understand howpolicy changes alter equilibrium prices, and then whether
that change of prices in the economy increases
v
v
i
j
.
Using 4 let me begin by analyzing the easier case where agents are identical in labor productivity
EE ij  . In this case we can write the relative welfare between agent i and j:
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As AA ij 00  ,
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1and the change in policy increase relative welfare if   p increases.
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Since utility is given by
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, it can be read as a measure of income. 4444444 4Compensating inflation with a VAT tax
When the decline of inflation (a lowerR) is compensated by an increase of the VAT tax (or the tax on
consumption) to maintain tax revenues, the net wage,w is not affect by the change of policy. This re-
sults from thegrosswagebeingequalto aconstantmarginallaborproductivityandfrom taxesonlabor
income being not affected by the policychange. Then using result 2, whichstates that the net effective
wage,wP c / increases withthe decline of inflation, it is immediate to conclude that the change in policy
just affectsPc. The reason whyin this case the lowerinflation tax is efficient is that it declines the effec-
tive consumption price. As
m
C
i
i
1 , the base of the consumption tax is higher then the base of the infla-
tion tax. This means that although the tax on consumption increases it increases by less than the
decline of the nominal interest rate. Other way to understand this result is to see that in the limit, when
the nominal interest rate is zero and credit is not used as payment, the inflation tax is equivalent to the
consumption tax. But when households decide to use credit for a share of payments, it is because at
the existing interest rate the cost of transactions is lower. Again the decline inR implies a positive in-
come effect, that to be compensated implies an smaller increase in c. We can write   p as the sec-
ond expression in 6 and since 1 , a decline onPc increases   p .
We can summarize this in:
Result 3: Adecline in inflation compensated by an increase in the consumption tax rate improves wel-
fare distribution, whenEE ij 
5.
Note that the robustness of this result, that the decrease of inflation compensated with a consumption
tax reduces inequality, is not obvious even in this verysimple set-up withoutthe help of the mathemati-
cal analysis. Since we know that the main effect of the change of policy is the decline of the effective
price of consumption what we can immediately guarantee is that richer agents with positive levels of
initial wealth would gain by two reasons: first because the value of initial wealth in terms of consump-
tion is higher, AP jc 0 / ; and second because the net real effective wage increases. Therefore house-
holds with non-negative wealth, as the representative agent, increase welfare given the proposed
change of policy. The same cannot be said for agents that have negative initial wealth. As with richer
agents theybenefit from the the highernet effective wage,but since theyare debtors, and the effective
valueof debtincreaseswiththe declineof the effective price,it wouldnot beclear, just byanalyzingthe
expression for their utility, why the first effects would always dominate this last one, and the poor is
better off given the policy change. Note however this is always true, without any other channel in
addition to the ones described, because:
Result 4: A decline in inflation compensated by an increase in the consumption tax by result 3 im-
proves equity, and leads to an increase in
v
v
i
r
for everyi,ir  . Given result 2 the welfare of the repre-
sentativeagent,vr increasesandthereforevi alsoincreasesforeveryi . Thereforetheproposedpolicy
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(5) This is not an important assumption because it can be shown that when EE ij  the same result is obtained, since wealth is more concentrated than
earnings. 555555 5increases welfarefor every household in this economy, leads to a Pareto movement, but the poor, the
debtor, increases more than the richer, the creditor.
This result is fundamental since is the one from where the intuition of the rest of this article is devel-
oped.
Compensating inflation with a labor income tax
Instead of using the tax on consumptionto compensatefor the declinein revenuescoming from the in-
flation tax, I analyze now the effects on equity of increasing the tax on labor income. As before, this
change of policy is efficient, meaning that using result 2 we still have as a result that the net effective
wageincreases.But since nowthe taxon laboris higher, the net wage,w, declines.This tells us thatPc
declines more then w. Again we should use the expression (6), to understand the effect on relative
welfare. And we can state that:
Result 5: Adecline in inflation compensated by an increase in the labor income tax has an ambiguous
effect on equity.
As Pc declines andwP c / increases the effect on  
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is not a general one. To
understand this difference relatively to the former result we can think that for the representative agent
thetaxonlaborincomeisidenticalto thetaxonconsumptionwhentheinterestrateiszero.However, a
householdwithpositive wealthwouldprefer the tax on labor and the oppositeoccurs for the household
with negative wealth. Therefore the change from a consumption tax to a labor income tax with zero in-
terest rate would increase inequality. As we already concluded that the change of inflation to a con-
sumption tax improves equity we can understand why the change to a tax on labor income has an
effect on inequality that is parameter and distribution dependent.
2.2. Economies of scale
After analyzing the case where transactions technology is constant returns to scale, let us correct for
the cross section evidence on payment patters. As before the stationary budget constraint can be
written as:
  1 0     ci i i i i i i Cw l m C R mw E N A , ,
Let us assume that the transactions technology  lmC ii , is no more homogeneous of degree one, and
that it can be given, for example, by:
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actions but uniquely on the share of transactions paid with credit. It is a fixed cost for a given share.
When this technology is used to compute whether payments should be done with cash or credit we
obtain that:
m
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It is immediate to conclude that forN 0 the larger isCi the smaller is the share of transactions real-
ized with cash. That is:
Result 6: When transaction technologies are increasing returns to scale,
m
c
i
i
is no more constant
across households. Rich agents hold a lower share of cash to transactions than poor agents.
This money demand replicates exactly the facts that we quote in the beginning of this article. Agents
differ onmCdepending on the total volume of transactions. There is a household for whichC
wN
R
s 
that does not pay with credit. There is a group for whichC
wN
R
s  that use just cash for payments and
therefore
1)mC i s ii  , .
The othersubsetofthepopulationforwhichC
wN
R
j  decidetousebothcashandcreditforpayments.
However they decide to use more credit the higher is the transactions level, that is the richer they are,
and therefore the higher the wealth, the lowerits cash to wealthratio. For this group money demand is
given by
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Then we can write the budget constraint for every household as
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The effective price of consumption is now specific to each household and given by
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In addition wecan observe that the heterogeneityof this price comes uniquelydue to the share of pay-
ments done with cash, which as stated in result 6 is now different across agents.
In addition it is straightforward to compute that
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which implies the following result:
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tionof
m
C
acrosshouseholds.Pooragents i consumelessandhaveahighershareofmoney. Having
a zero, or small use of credit, leads to a higher effective price of consumption.
The existence of inflation with this type of technology is an additional source of inequality .
Since the main objective of this article is to understand the connection betweeninflation and inequality
this result is quite important. It explains that, when the monetary model economy is able to replicate
payments facts, the mere existence of inflation is a source of inequality. The existence of fixed costs in
the use of credit implies that the effective price of consumption is higher for those agents that do not
havean advantagein usingcredit. And for those that use it, the richer theyare the loweris the effective
price of consumption.
Now our question is what happens when inflation declines. It is easy to see that with this new channel,
introduced through the increasing returns on transactions and which is reflected in different effective
prices of consumption across agents, inequality is affected by the change of inflation.
We can see that the relative price of consumption across agents depends on the inflation level. Infla-
tion, directly and through mC , affects the relative effective price of consumption:
d
P
P
dR
ci
cj 0
The price for the poorer household is higher than for the richer, i.e., the relative price
P
P
ci
cj
for ij  is
greater than one. When inflation increases both households face a higher price but because the richer
households have higher advantage for substituting cash by credit the price faced by the richer house-
holds increases less than that faced by poorer households. Then we can say that:
Result 8: With economiesof scale in the transactionstechnology, inflationacts like a regressivetax on
consumption. It is as if the tax rate on consumption increases more for poorer than for richer
households.
Inflation is thus not just an additionalsource of inequalitybut the increaseof inflationis regressive. As I
am analyzingthe effects of the decline of the inflation tax I can say that, if the rest of the analysiswould
be maintained, the decline of inflation would work as a progressive policy. But through the additional
channel now discussed, the decline in inflation would reduce inequality .
As mentioned in the beginning the problem with this more realistic transactions technology is that in
this monetary economy it is no longer possible to aggregate households decisions and to compute
equilibrium prices that do not depend explicitly on the underlying distribution. This can be easily seen
since I claim that a necessaryconditionfor this to be true is that prices faced bydifferent agents should
be identical, and we just showed that this is not the case with increasing returns since the effective
price of consumption is specific to every household.
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the equilibrium in this non-aggregable heterogeneous agent model. The results would be always con-
ditionalon the specificcalibration,eitherof the parametersthat commandthe aggregatebehavioror of
the proposed joint distribution of characteristics across households. Instead I decided to use some
quantitativeresults takenfrom a similarmodelin the literature.ErosaandVentura(2002)useanheter-
ogeneous agent model with several alternatives, some of which are similar to the model described in
this article. In their examples, aggregate results, and therefore equilibrium prices, behave qualitatively
in the same way in the heterogeneous agent model when compared with a representative agent
model.
They also show that when the decline of inflation is accompanied by an increase of the labor tax the
welfareof the poor agent increases by more than the one of the rich agent. Using the definitions in this
article this means that inequalityis reduced. Since this is the case whereI showthat the results are not
robust, it helps to state that in a carefully calibrated model forces that lead to the decline in inequality
will dominate those that increase it.
3. CONCLUSIONS
There is a strong connection between inflation and inequality, even when the change of inflation, and
the associated inflation tax, is not coupled with a decline of government expenditures. When the lost
revenues from taxingmoneyare substituted byrevenues from other taxes, the specific tax chosen can
affect the distributional effects of the lower level of inflation.
Given the fundamental roots of heterogeneity, which were taken to be differences in labor productivity
and initial wealth, and given the higher concentration of wealth when compared with earnings, the in-
crease in the labor income tax is worse for inequality than the increase in the consumption tax. There-
fore the best alternative to help the reduction of inequality when inflation is reduced is the increase of
the tax on consumption or a VAT tax. The tax on cash, when compared with this tax on consumption is
worse for inequality for two reasons: first, just by increasing a common consumption price hurts the
poor more; and second, whenthis price differs across households, penalizing the poorer, the increase
of inflation increases this difference. The inflation tax is a tax that is worse for inequality than the linear
tax on consumption, even when does not create different consumption prices across households, and
in more realistic frameworks it is even worse given its regressive characteristics.
Therefore the decline in inflation, in addition to being able to increase the aggregate welfare, is equity
improving. This means that agents in the bottom of the welfare distribution have a high probability of
improving welfare due to the decline of inflation.
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